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We could have used the resource of the idea of how waves form; why 
stink bugs smell; how does the human brain work; what makes flowers 
grow; what we can do to decrease the trash population; what makes 
electricity; and what makes gravity.  Altho there where many options, this 
student decided to make up his own example of friction. The student 
wanted something that involved a dirt bike in the suguation. 
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 How do dIfferent  surfaces affect  the  braking  distance  of  a 
gas-powered  motorcycle? Does the surface under the dirt bike 
change the stopping distance? How do the brakes work? How does 
the dirt bike start? I can answer these questions.

 

Dirt Slide  
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”New Rider:What is the friction zone.” 
Motorcycle.

Riders entering the ranks often face a bewildering cascade of unique 
terms...and that's before we consider the alphabet soup of motorcycle names. 
Perhaps no motorcycle descriptor confuses neophytes more than “friction zone”. 
However, new riders will never be able to smoothly pull away from a stop without 
proper understanding of what friction zone represents and how to use it correctly. 
Let's consider the clutch to the clutch lever. When the clutch is pulled all the way in, 
none of the engine's power is transferred to the drive system.

When the clutch lever is slowly released, at some point the clutch will 
start delivering a portion of the engine’s power to the rear wheel. This is the 
engagement point. The friction zone is the section of the lever’s travel between the 
engagement point and the point where the clutch is delivering all the engine’s power 
to the rear wheel.Thought out the entire friction zone, the clutch is both slipping and 
giving power to the rear wheel. Controlling this slippage is how the rider starts a 
motorcycle from a standstill smoothly -- later it will be a key element in seamless 
downshifts. 
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“How dangerous is quick motorcycle braking”? 

Due to physics, motorcycles have more difficulty stopping than larger cars. A 
motorcycle requires at least 120 feet to slow down at 60 mph  to zero in perfect 
conditions. Reaction time, distance speed of cars involved, road conditions, and 
weather all play roles in breaking. Unlike a driver in a passenger car, a motorcyclist 
cannot slam on the brakes to come to a stop, and stopping suddenly can cause the 
motorcyclist in front of the bike. Studies have been conducted to estimate the 
stopping distance for motorcycle riders, so in one study by a Bikesafer.com, if you 
are traveling 65 mph for example, it would take 3.83 seconds of braking time. 

If the front wheel locks at high speed, the motorcyclist will likely fall forward 
over the handlebars, carried by his\her momentum. Motorcyclists typically feacher 
two sets of brakes: one for the back wheel and one for the front. Riders who rely 
too heavily on one of these instead of both put themselves in serious danger. Up to 
70 to 90% of the stopping power comes from the front brake on most sport bikes, 
so relying  too much on the rear brake can mean a longer stopping 
distance.Instead of avoiding it altogether, you should learn when to properly use 
the front braking system when riding.
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“Dirt Bikes 101-Brakes” 

Drum brakes work very much like the drum brakes on a car except for the 
method they are actided. Instead of a hydraulic wheel cylinder, bikes have a “cam” 
that turns and spreads the ends of the shoes apart and against the drum. There is 
either a rod or a cable that pulls on the arm, which turns the cam. Some earlier (much 
earlier)street bikes had a “double” leading shoe brake. This means both shoes have 
their own cam that pushes the shoe against the drum.

Disc brakes. Again work like a car (how many ways do you make brakes?). 
Virtually all disc brakes use a hydraulic system with a master cylinder, which 
produces the pressure that is transferred down the brake hose to the caliper where 
the pressure pushes the piston (or pistons- some street bikes have up to six pistons 
per caliper) against the backs of the pads. This is what squeezes the disc and gives 
us the friction necessary to slow down.
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This information can show riders how important it is to know the way dirt bike tires only 
grab hard dirt best, not to drive to fast, and not to expect the tire to grab anything. It also tells 
how a student got hurt in a ascendant while riding a dirt bike at top speed, and how he didn’t 
want anyone to feel what he suffered. The other thing that the purpose of this project is to 
help others understand the science of friction.
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The soft dirt will be the shortest stopping 
distance...

The dirt bike will not have such a 
strong grab on the soft dirt.
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1 A dirt bike
2 a measuring tape
3 a experienced dirt bike rider
4 a paper
5 a clipboard
6 a pencil 
7 a camera 
8 soft sand
9 hard sand
10 asphalt 
11 gravel 
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We did this project three times each of the materials. When I was riding 
on the soft dirt, it sounded like stopping on a lot of materials mixed up with 
rocks and dirt. I just slid and slid until I stopped at my feet and felt like a lot of 
force just pushed me forward. The first was 31 feet. The second time was 27 
feet. Third time was 25 feet.

Next was hard dirt. When I was on the hard dirt, it sounded like hard 
plastic grabbing hard materials. When I stopped, it felt like the trie was trying 
to push me off the dirt bike.The first time was 31 feet. The second time was 
24 feet and the last time it was 25 feet.

Then it was gravel. It sounded like a cat running on smooth tiles, and 
when I stopped it felt like I was about to skidd until I hit something. When I 
stopped the first time, it was 37 feet. The second time was 36 feet. The last 
time was 40 feet.

The last material was asphalt. It sounded like the asphalt was going to 
fly everywhere, and when I stopped, it felt like I was going to be pushed 
forward to the ground. The first time was 31 feet. The second time was 35 
feet. The last time was 34 feet.
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We did this project three times each of the materials. When I was riding on the 
soft dirt, it sounded like stopping on a lot of materials mixed up with rocks and 
dirt. I just slid and slid until I stopped at my feet and felt like a lot of force just 
pushed me forward. The first was 31 feet. The second time was 27 feet. Third 
time was 25 feet.

Next was hard dirt. When I was on the hard dirt, it sounded like hard plastic 
grabbing hard materials. When I stopped, it felt like the trie was trying to push 
me off the dirt bike.The first time was 31 feet. The second time was 24 feet and 
the last time it was 25 feet.

Then it was gravel. It sounded like a cat running on smooth tiles, and when 
I stopped it felt like I was about to skidd until I hit something. When I stopped the 
first time, it was 37 feet. The second time was 36 feet. The last time was 40 feet.

The last material was asphalt. It sounded like the asphalt was going to fly 
everywhere, and when I stopped, it felt like I was going to be pushed forward to 
the ground. The first time was 31 feet. The second time was 35 feet. The last 
time was 34 feet.
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One time a kid went on a dirt bike ride and went as fast as he could on a hard 
rocky road. But he hit a big rock and crashed, and he wanted to see if there was a safer 
way for other people so they wouldn't get hurt like he did. Does the surface under the 
dirt bike change the stopping distance? If the surface under the dirt bike is hard, then 
the tire will grab the ground better, resulting in reduced sliding and faster stopping.

Some people have dirt bikes and know they should never jab on the brakes while 
on soft dirt, because you will slide and crash into a wall or tree. The softer the material  
under the wheel, will slide londer, for the harder you hold  the brake. Knowing what type 
of material you are driving on is important in dirt bike safety to avoid collisions such as 
the one in the first sentence. The purpose of this project is to determine how long it 
takes to stop a dirt bike on different types of ground.  This information will benefit all 
people wanting to ride dirt bikes by giving them an idea of how long they will take to 
stop.

Riders entering the rank often face a bewildering cascade of unqink terms...and 
that's before we consider the alphabet soup of morterckly names. Perhaps no 
motoerckly despeter confused more than the “friction zone”. (New Rider:What is the 
friction zone?) However, new riders will never be able to smoothly pull away from a stop 
without proper understanding of what friction zone represents and how to use it 
correctly. Let's consider the clutch lever,because when the clutch is pulled all the way 
in, none of the engine's power is transferred to the drive system.

‘Braking distance’ is from the point where you begin to brake to the point where 
you stop. Braking distance depends upon: road conditions, tire condition, brake 
efficiency, suspension efficiency, load, and rider ability. Most of all, braking distance 
varies with speed. At 30 mph your braking distance will be 14 metres (about 45 feet) 
while at 70 mph that distance will increase to 75 metres (about 245 feet). 
(Author:Simpson) 
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Some people would like to know if the stopping friction on a dirt bike. The first thing 
that they need to do is ride a dirt bike at 5 mph on a certain material(hard dirt, soft dirt, 
gravel, and asphalt), stop, then measure the distance of the dirt bike made. Do this three 
times to check if the distance is the same. Then repeat this process on each type of 
ground.  Record the results and write a report.

While doing this project, the student noticed that the hard dirt was the smallest 
mark in the entire project. The student thought that the wheel has a stronger grip on the 
solid dirt than any other material. The longest stopping distance was the gravel. The 
student thought it was because the dirt bike tire wasn’t as strong on the gravel than the 
hard dirt, the second longest was soft dirt and the student thought it was because the 
soft dirt is like the hard dirt, except that soft dirt is a little sliperie, and in between was 
asphalt. 

The limitation was that it was a little windy, which might have blown the stop mark. 
Another one was that the student might have not gone at the same speed as he did 
before. He made the mistake of stopping at the right time. The hard dirt was not so hard, 
so it might have affected the stopping. Another one was that the student needed help, 
but he didn’t get the help he needed. 

In conclusion, it was found that a dirt bike tire is more sticky to hard dirt than any 
other surface. There were four different surfaces tested: gravel, asphalt, hard dirt, and 
soft dirt, and each time the stopping difference was different. The least sticky ground was 
the gavel, with an average stopping distance of 38 feet, and the most sticky ground was 
the hard dirt, with an average stopping distance of 27 feet. My hypothesis was incorrect 
because the stopping distance was the longest on the gravel and not the soft dirt. Future 
experiments could compare different speeds, where faster speeds would increase the 
stopping distance and slower speeds would decrease the stopping distance. Future 
experiments could also use more experienced riders who would be more consistent with 
braking on each surface. 
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The limitation was that it was a little windy, which might have 
blown the stop mark. Another one was that the student might have not 
gone at the same speed as he did before. He made the mistake of 
stopping at the right time. The hard dirt was not so hard, so it might 
have affected the stopping. Another one was that the student needed 
help, but he didn’t get the help he needed.   
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In conclusion, it was found that a dirt bike tire is more sticky to hard dirt than any 
other surface. There were four different surfaces tested: gravel, asphalt, hard dirt, and soft 
dirt, and each time the stopping difference was different. The least sticky ground was the 
gavel, with an average stopping distance of 38 feet, and the most sticky ground was the 
hard dirt, with an average stopping distance of 27 feet. The hypothesis was incorrect 
because the stopping distance was the longest on the gravel and not the soft dirt. Future 
experiments could compare different speeds, where faster speeds would increase the 
stopping distance and slower speeds would decrease the stopping distance. Future 
experiments could also use more experienced riders who would be more consistent with 
braking on each surface. 
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I will:find harder dirt, get softer dirt, get a stronger asphalt, get more help on the 
project, take more pictures, and explain the data better. 
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1 Dad
2 Mom
3 my siduluings 
4 my cousins 
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Knowing what type of material you are driving on is important in dirt bike 
safety to avoid collisions. How do different surfaces affect the braking distance of a 
gas powered motorcycle? If the surface under the dirt bike is hard, then the tire will 
grab the ground better, resulting in reduced sliding and faster stopping.The 
purpose of this project is to determine how long it takes to stop a dirt bike on 
different types of ground.

To complete this project you will need to ride a motorcycle at the same speed 
and distance.  Each time you will apply the brake and measure how far you skid.  
Braking distance begins at the point the braking starts and ends at the point the 
motorcycle is stopped.

While doing this project, the student noticed that the hard dirt was the 
smallest mark in the entire project. The longest stopping distance was the gravel. 
The second longest was soft dirt and in between was asphalt. 

In conclusion, it was found that a dirt bike tire is more sticky to hard dirt than 
any other surface. There were four different surfaces tested: gravel, asphalt, hard 
dirt, and soft dirt, and each time the stopping difference was different. The least 
sticky ground was the gavel and the most sticky ground was the hard dirt. The 
hypothesis was incorrect because the stopping distance was the longest on the 
gravel and not the soft dirt. Future experiments could compare different speeds, 
where faster speeds 


